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Abstract

We introduce a global inference model
for keyphrase extraction that reduces over-
generation errors by weighting sets of
keyphrase candidates according to their
component words. Our model can be ap-
plied on top of any supervised or unsuper-
vised word weighting function. Experi-
mental results show a substantial improve-
ment over commonly used word-based
ranking approaches.

1 Introduction

Keyphrases are words or phrases that capture the
main topics discussed in a document. Auto-
matically extracted keyphrases have been found
to be useful for many natural language pro-
cessing and information retrieval tasks, such as
summarization (Litvak and Last, 2008), opin-
ion mining (Berend, 2011) or text categoriza-
tion (Hulth and Megyesi, 2006). Despite consid-
erable research effort, the automatic extraction of
keyphrases that match those of human experts re-
mains challenging (Kim et al., 2010).

Recent work has shown that most errors made
by state-of-the-art keyphrase extraction systems
are due to over-generation (Hasan and Ng, 2014).
Over-generation errors occur when a system cor-
rectly outputs a keyphrase because it contains an
important word, but at the same time erroneously
predicts other keyphrase candidates as keyphrases
because they contain the same word. One reason
these errors are frequent is that many unsupervised
systems rank candidates according to the weights
of their component words, e.g. (Wan and Xiao,
2008a; Liu et al., 2009), and many supervised sys-
tems use unigrams as features, e.g. (Turney, 2000;
Nguyen and Luong, 2010).

While weighting words instead of phrases may
seem rather blunt, it offers several advantages. In

practice, words are usually much easier to extract,
match and weight, especially for short documents
where many phrases may not be statistically fre-
quent (Liu et al., 2011).

Selecting keyphrase candidates according to
their component words may also turn out to be
useful for reducing over-generation errors if one
can ensure that the importance of each word
is counted only once in the set of extracted
keyphrases. To do so, keyphrases should be ex-
tracted as a set rather than independently. Finding
the optimal set of keyphrases is a combinatorial
optimisation problem, and can be formulated as an
integer linear program (ILP) which can be solved
exactly using off-the-shelf solvers.

In this work, we propose an ILP formulation for
keyphrase extraction that can be applied on top
of any word weighting scheme. Through experi-
ments carried out on the SemEval dataset (Kim et
al., 2010), we show that our model increases the
performance of both supervised and unsupervised
word weighting keyphrase extraction methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we describe our ILP model for
keyphrase extraction. Our experiments are pre-
sented in Section 3. In Section 4, we briefly review
the previous work, and we conclude in Section 5.

2 Method

Our global inference model for keyphrase extrac-
tion consists of three steps. First, keyphrase can-
didates are extracted from the document using
heuristic rules. Second, words are weighted using
either supervised or unsupervised methods. Third,
finding the optimal subset of keyphrase candidates
is cast as an ILP and solved using an off-the-shelf
solver.

2.1 Keyphrase candidate selection

Candidate selection is the task of identifying the
words or phrases that have properties similar to
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those of manually assigned keyphrases. First,
we apply the following pre-processing steps to
the document: sentence segmentation1, word to-
kenization2 and Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging3.

Following previous work (Wan and Xiao,
2008a; Bougouin et al., 2013), we use the se-
quences of nouns and adjectives as keyphrase can-
didates. Candidates that have less than three char-
acters, that contain only adjectives, or that contain
stop-words4 are filtered out. These heuristic rules
are designed to avoid spurious instances and keep
the number of candidates to a minimum (Hasan
and Ng, 2014). All words are stemmed using
Porter’s stemmer (Porter, 1980).

2.2 Word weighting functions
The performance of our model depends on how
word weights are estimated. Here, we ex-
periment with three methods for assigning im-
portance weights to words. The first two
are unsupervised weighting functions, namely
TF×IDF (Spärck Jones, 1972) and TextRank (Mi-
halcea and Tarau, 2004), which have been exten-
sively used in prior work (Hasan and Ng, 2010).
We also apply a supervised model for predicting
word importance based on (Hong and Nenkova,
2014).

2.2.1 TF×IDF
The weight of each word t is estimated using its
frequency tf(t, d) in the document d and how
many other documents include t (inverse docu-
ment frequency), and is defined as:

TF× IDF(t, d) = tf(t, d)× log(D/Dt)

where D is the total number of documents and Dt

is the number of documents containing t.

2.2.2 TextRank
A co-occurrence graph is first built from the doc-
ument in which nodes are words and edges repre-
sent the number of times two words co-occur in
the same sentence. TextRank (Mihalcea and Ta-
rau, 2004), a graph-based ranking algorithm, is
then used to compute the importance weight of
each word. Let d be a damping factor5, the Tex-
tRank score S(Vi) of a node Vi is initialized to a

1We use Punkt Sentence Tokenizer from NLTK.
2We use Penn Treebank Tokenizer from NLTK.
3We use the Stanford Part-Of-Speech Tagger (Toutanova

et al., 2003).
4We use the english stop-list from NLTK.
5We set d to 0.85 as in (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004).

default value and computed iteratively until con-
vergence using the following equation:

S(Vi) = (1− d) +

(
d×

∑
Vj∈N (Vi)

wji × S(Vj)∑
Vk∈N (Vj)

wjk

)

where N (Vi) is the set of nodes connected to Vi

and wji is the weight of the edge between nodes
Vj and Vi.

TextRank implements the concept of “voting”,
i.e. a word is important if it is highly connected
to other words and if it is connected to important
words.

2.2.3 Logistic regression
We train a logistic regression model6 for assign-
ing importance weights to words in the document
based on (Hong and Nenkova, 2014). Reference
keyphrases in the training data are used to gener-
ate positive and negative examples. For a word in
the document (restricted to adjectives and nouns),
we assign label 1 if the word appears in the corre-
sponding reference keyphrases, otherwise we as-
sign 0. We use the relative position of the first oc-
currence, the presence in the first sentence and the
TF×IDF weight as features. These features have
been extensively used in supervised keyphrase ex-
traction approaches, and have been shown to per-
form consistently well (Hasan and Ng, 2014).

2.3 ILP model definition

Our model is an adaptation of the concept-
based ILP model for summarization introduced
by (Gillick and Favre, 2009), in which sentence se-
lection is cast as an instance of the budgeted max-
imum coverage problem7. The key assumption of
our model is that the value of a set of keyphrase
candidates is defined as the sum of the weights of
the unique words it contains. That way, a set of
candidates only benefits from including each word
once. Words are thus assumed to be independent,
that is, the value of including a word is not affected
by the presence of any other word in the set of
keyphrases.

Formally, let wi be the weight of word i, xi

and cj two binary variables indicating the pres-

6We use the Logistic Regression classifier from scikit-
learn with default parameters.

7Given a collection S of sets with associated costs and a
budget L, find a subset S′ ⊆ S such that the total cost of
sets in S′ does not exceed L, and the total weight of elements
covered by S′ is maximized (Khuller et al., 1999).
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ence of word i and candidate j in the set of ex-
tracted keyphrases, Occij an indicator of the oc-
currence of word i in candidate j and N the max-
imum number of extracted keyphrases, our model
is described as:

max
∑

i

wixi (1)

s.t.
∑

j

cj ≤ N (2)

cjOccij ≤ xi, ∀i, j (3)∑
j

cjOccij ≥ xi, ∀i (4)

xi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i
cj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j

The constraints formalized in equations 3 and 4
ensure the consistency of the solution: selecting a
candidate leads to the selection of all the words it
contains, and selecting a word is only possible if it
is present in at least one selected candidate.

By summing over word weights, this model
overly favors long candidates. Indeed, given two
keyphrase candidates, one being included in the
other (e.g. uddi registries and multiple uddi reg-
istries), this model always selects the longest one
as its contribution to the objective function is
larger. To correct this bias, a regularization term
is added to the objective function:

max
∑

i

wixi − λ
∑

j

(lj − 1)cj
1 + substrj

(5)

where lj is the size, in words, of candidate j,
and substrj the number of times cj occurs as a
subtring in the other candidates. This regulariza-
tion penalizes the candidates that are composed of
more than two words, and is dampened for can-
didates that occur frequently as substrings in other
candidates. Here, we assume that for multiple can-
didates of the same size, the one that is less fre-
quent in the document should be stressed first.

The resulting ILP is then solved exactly using
an off-the-shelf solver8. The solving process takes
less than a second per document on average. The
N candidate keyphrases returned by the solver are
selected as keyphrases.

8We use GLPK, http://www.gnu.org/
software/glpk/

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental settings

We carry out our experiments on the SemEval
dataset (Kim et al., 2010), which is composed of
scientific articles collected from the ACM Digital
Library. The dataset is divided into training (144
documents) and test (100 documents) sets. We use
the set of combined author- and reader-assigned
keyphrases as reference keyphrases.

We follow the common practice (Kim et al.,
2010) and evaluate the performance of our method
in terms of precision (P), recall (R) and f-measure
(F) at the top N keyphrases9. Extracted and refer-
ence keyphrases are stemmed to reduce the num-
ber of mismatches.

For each word weighting function, namely
TF×IDF, TextRank and Logistic regression, we
compare the performance of our ILP model (here-
after ilp) with that of two word-based weighting
baselines. The first baseline (hereafter sum) sim-
ply ranks keyphrase candidates according to the
sum of the weights of their component words as
in (Wan and Xiao, 2008b; Wan and Xiao, 2008a).
The second baseline (hereafter norm) consists in
scoring keyphrase candidates by computing the
sum of the weights of their component words nor-
malized by their length as in (Boudin, 2013).

As a post-processing step, we remove redundant
keyphrases from the ranked lists generated by both
baselines. A keyphrase is considered redundant if
it is included in another keyphrase that is ranked
higher in the list.

IDF weights are computed on the training set.
The regularization parameter λ is set, for all the
experiments, to the value that achieves the best
performance on the training set, that is 0.3 for
TF×IDF, 0.4 for TextRank and 1.2 for Logistic re-
gression.

3.2 Results

The performance of our model on top of differ-
ent word weighting functions is shown in Table 1.
Overall, our model consistently improves the per-
formance over the baselines. We observe that the
results for sum are very low. Summing the word
weights favors long candidates and is prone to
over-generation errors, as illustrated by the exam-
ple in Table 2.

9Scores are computed using the evaluation script provided
by the SemEval organizers.
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Top-5 candidates Top-10 candidates

Weighting + Ranking P R F P R F

TF×IDF + sum 5.6 1.9 2.8 5.3 3.5 4.2
+ norm 19.2 6.7 9.9 15.1 10.6 12.3
+ ilp 25.4 9.1 13.3† 17.5 12.4 14.4†

TextRank + sum 4.5 1.6 2.3 4.0 2.8 3.3
+ norm 18.8 6.6 9.6 14.5 10.1 11.8
+ ilp 22.6 8.0 11.7† 17.4 12.2 14.2†

Logistic regression + sum 4.2 1.5 2.2 4.7 3.4 3.9
+ norm 23.8 8.3 12.2 18.9 13.3 15.5
+ ilp 29.4 10.4 15.3† 19.8 14.1 16.3

Table 1: Comparison of TF×IDF, TextRank and Logistic regression for different ranking strategies when
extracting a maximum of 5 and 10 keyphrases. Results are expressed as a percentage of precision (P),
recall (R) and f-measure (F). † indicates significance at the 0.05 level using Student’s t-test.

Normalizing the candidate scores by their
lengths (norm) produces shorter candidates but
does not limit the number of over-generation er-
rors. As we can see from the example in Table 2,
9 out of 10 extracted keyphrases are containing the
word nugget. Our ILP model removes these redun-
dant keyphrases by controlling the impact of each
word on the set of extracted keyphrases. The re-
sulting set of keyphrases is more diverse and thus
increases the coverage of the topics addressed in
the document.

Note that the reported results are not on par
with keyphrase extraction systems that use ad-
hoc pre-processing, involve structural features and
leverage external resources. Rather our goal in
this work is to demonstrate a simple and intuitive
model for reducing over-generation errors.

4 Related Work

In recent years, keyphrase extraction has attracted
considerable attention and many different ap-
proaches were proposed. Generally speaking,
keyphrase extraction methods can be divided into
two main categories: supervised and unsupervised
approaches.

Supervised approaches treat keyphrase ex-
traction as a binary classification task, where
each phrase is labeled as keyphrase or non-
keyphrase (Witten et al., 1999; Turney, 2000;
Kim and Kan, 2009; Lopez and Romary, 2010).
Unsupervised approaches usually rank phrases
by importance and select the top-ranked ones as
keyphrases. Methods for ranking phrases in-

TF×IDF + sum (P = 0.1)
advertis bid; certain advertis budget; key-
word bid; convex hull landscap; budget op-
tim bid; uniform bid strategi; advertis slot;
advertis campaign; ward advertis; searchbas
advertis

TF×IDF + norm (P = 0.2)
advertis; advertis bid; keyword; keyword
bid; landscap; advertis slot; advertis cam-
paign; ward advertis; searchbas advertis; ad-
vertis random

TF×IDF + ilp (P = 0.4)
click; advertis; uniform bid; landscap; auc-
tion; convex hull; keyword; budget optim;
single-bid strategi; queri

Table 2: Example of the top-10 extracted
keyphrases for the document J-3 of the SemEval
dataset. Keyphrases are stemmed and whose that
match reference keyphrases are marked bold.

clude graph-based ranking (Mihalcea and Tarau,
2004; Wan and Xiao, 2008a; Wan and Xiao,
2008b; Bougouin et al., 2013; Boudin, 2013),
topic-based clustering (Liu et al., 2009; Liu et
al., 2010; Bougouin et al., 2013), statistical mod-
els (Paukkeri and Honkela, 2010; El-Beltagy and
Rafea, 2010) and language modeling (Tomokiyo
and Hurst, 2003).

The work of (Ding et al., 2011) is perhaps the
closest to our present work. They proposed an
ILP formulation of the keyphrase extraction prob-
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lem that combines TF×IDF and position features
in an objective function subject to constraints of
coherence and coverage. In their model, coher-
ence is measured by Mutual Information and cov-
erage is estimated using Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). Their work dif-
fers from ours in that (1) it is phrased-based and
thus does not penalize redundant keyphrases, and
(2) it requires estimating a large number of hyper-
parameters which makes it difficult to generalize.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed an ILP formulation for
keyphrase extraction that reduces over-generation
errors by weighting keyphrase candidates as a
set rather than independently. In our model,
keyphrases are selected according to their compo-
nent words, and the weight of each unique word
is counted only once. Experiments show a sub-
stantial improvement over commonly used word-
based ranking approaches using either supervised
and unsupervised weighting schemes.

In future work, we intend to extend our model to
include word relatedness through the use of asso-
ciation measures. By doing so, we expect to better
differentiate semantically related keyphrase can-
didates according to the association strength be-
tween their component words.
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